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EdiJ;orial .. 

THE AUSTRALIAN ARMY MEDICAL SERVICES IN ,THE WAR OF 

1914-1918. VOL. Ill. 

IN' this' third volume, 'as the covering ·letter,Jwith which. it is sent out states 
clearly, "The First World War i;; seen as an episode of continuing significance 
and interest for the human race." It is 'right, therefore, that it should devote 
its opening Pilges to Chemical Warfa~. We. do not propose to follow ,this 
excellent Chapter-which says, 'am(;mgmany other things, that" gassing was \ 
essentially a wound "-further than'to quote the Australian Official Historian 
as to the effects of Yperite or Mustard Gas as seen from the view-point of the last 
War. ' "The Gennans used this new agent with dreadful success, masking the 
shoots with .high explosive .... _ Masks would have,to be worn during the whole 
bombardment, including sleep. Bivouacs were frequently knocked. in and th~ 
-ground s<!,turated with must<J.rd oil could not be re-occupied. , . . _ On the night 
of October 28, the 5th and 6th Batteries on Anzac Ridge were put out of action' 
by gas. . -. . On. November 2 two more battery commanders were gassed and 
.died wit~in 48 hours. In a short tour of the support line the 25th Battalion had 
'6 officers and 202 other ranks gassed. One Company had to change its bivouac 
three times., ... Few immediate deaths were caused: of the 1,313 cases in the 
(Australian) Artillery in October only 20 were' quickly fatal. But the "condition 
of the worst.cases was pitiful, eyes swollen and streaming, voices gone and bodies 
blistered. Whole battalions came out hoarse fro!h the effeCts." The photograph, 
showing "Australian soldiers gassed with ' Mustard' lying about near Bois 
l'Abbe, Villers Bretonneux, May, 1918," is a terrible illustration of the epis9de 
described and is well worth bearing in mind as an example of what may yet be 
possible in the present war if the unofficial truce to Gas Warfare is subsequently 
broken. . 

The next chapter is on" Mental and Moral Disorders oftheWar of 1914-1918." 
This topic is, as the author .po,ints out, "clouded by the looseness of psychiatric 
tenninology" but, " from the point of view of military 'behaviour,' three groups 
may be differentiated : (1) delinquent conduct, (2). the psychoneuroses and 

. (3) the psychoses-the last in everyday language ' insanity.' " These three 
groups of conduct-disorder overlap more or less widely and " the importance of 
this overlap can hardly be too greatly stressed. . . . The question of whether I 

a soldier should be ' shot at dawn' .as a military criminal or be discharged possibly 
as a battle casualty with a ' wound stripe' and war-pension was determined by 
the opinion of a medical officer as to which side Qf this clinical overlap the soldier's 
behaviour should consign him." The Chapter is very learned and many opinions 
are expressed or criticized but, finally, "it must be said that the outstanding 
and amazing feature of modem warfare is the illustration it affords of the 
resilience, the power, the majesty of the human mind." The author concludes: 
"It was not chiefly in the domain of disease but on the plane of ordinary' 
, soldierly conduct,' of'playing the game' and of ' self-help.' in the daily rough
and-tumble of life, that mind and body fought with Apollyoil in the Valley of the 
Shadow of Death." 

The third chapter,' on Venereal Disease, describes that almost insoluble· 
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problem of Armies and ends with statistical data. It may be said that, for 1915, 
the average rate per annum of mean average strength of A.I.F. overseas, admitted 
to hospitals for treatment of venereal diseases, all theatres, was 84·79 per 1,000. 
" For the purpose of war- we set loose, in some men at least, the primitive instinct 
of' blood-lust'; and we should not woRder if the artifiCial bars that in man's 
social'life tend to restrain or sublimate the' sex lust' are thrown over." Colonel 
Raffan presented to General Howse, in 1919, -?- Memorandum which is epitomised _ 
as follows: "The most important question of all is the_ existence of large numbers 
of soldiers who have been-treated for V.D. but who are not yet cured. It· is 
estimated that in each of the five Divisions there are 250 soldiers who re'quire -
treatment for syphilis and slightly more cases of chronic gonorrhrea .... This 
means that apart from the 2,0® now in hospital there are 2,000·3,000 men who 
.require treatment." The treatment o.f syphilis still remains very much as it did 
in 1919. It still awaits some remedy" to banish it from among us; it may yet 
be .found that Penicillin .or some other, magical drug of the kinp, provides this 
for us. 'But, with the help of the sulphonamides, the men of the A.I.F. in this 
war ought to go back with far less, at least; of chronic gonorrhrea. 

Chapter IV deals with the Influenza Pandemic of 1918-19. What a terrible 
tragedy was there! We recall vividly the early mild pandemic in the summer 
of 1918, almost universal but unconnected with any considerable mortality, and 
the later plague which assailed us in the Autumn and Winter, carrying-off so many 
that had been spared in the cataclysm of war or that had not, as yet, entered it
each case commencing with the mildness characteristic of typical influenza, 
but, in at least half, suddenly darkening:;>over with the livid hue of dyspnrea and 
passing,onthrough a wet pneumonic process to an end which was fatal ina verylarge 
number. "Perhaps ~he most extraordjnary feature of this extraordinarypande~ic is 
the furious speed with which it spread itself throughout a community, a locality, and 
the globe." The American Officiitl History is quoted: ." That an epidemic wave 
once developed is spread by contact of cases is of course incontr~vertible. But 
that the widespread, practically simultaneous increase in the rates that was 
observed not only with this wave but also with all the preliminary and recurrent 
waves of the pandemic could have been accounted for by transmission from case 
to case of a common source seems incredible." Of the cyanosis Sir Wihnot 
Herringham wrote: "I have never, in my life seen anything like the picture 
presented. Entering a ward you might see six or eight of these cases, some 
heliotrope as it has been called, others really -purple, yet not appearing as much . 
distressed in their breathing as, from their colour, you might expect. ... The 
condition of congestion with redema seen in others recalled phosgene poisoning." 
The work of Gibson, Bowman and Conner is'recalled in an appreciative manner 
as well as that of Rose Bradford, Bashford and Wilson The more recent work -
of Laidlaw, Andrewes and others is noted and the nature of the virus accepted 

'but, as the author says, "No link up of the ferret or swine disease with' pneumonic 
influenza' can be complete which does not explain ,also ... hremorrhagic diathesis 
as a constant symptom, the world over, of the pandemic disease, and seen in slight 
or moderate cases as well as in the most severe." / 

With this note on Influenza we must finish our Editorial on the Third Volume 
of the History of the Australian Army Medical, Service? The other portions, 
including an extensive contribution on the Australian Navy, must be studied in 
the original. We have been mercifully spared a r~petition of the influenza 

'pandemic so far-and we are now in the fifth year of the newest Great War-
but the thing may Xet occur. It becomes us to be at all times and in all ways 
prepared for a recurrence and a study of the Australian Medical History is no 
bad preparation for a resumed investigation of one of the darkest pages in our 

'medical annals. 
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